
Solar cosmic ray events.

Date	 Time of Flare	Imp	Position	Type IV	Max db	Delay Time
(30 mHz) I (mm)

1966

3B	N18 W37	 1.6

311	N34 W48	0053-0203	2.1

4B	N22 E04	1547-1749	4.0	—90

313	N21 W55	 13.0	 22
1.2

1967

7.0

2N	N27 E61	 2.6

2N	N25 E83	 1.6

213	N18 E29
2N	N18 E74
2F	N17 E73
4B	N22 W10	1829-a2438	0.5

	

1115-a1700	1.6

313	N25	E70	 0.9

2N	N27 E53
213	N22 E46
313	N31	E25	1537-0200	11.0

313	N28 E24
213	N28 E28
313	N28 W30	1105-1155	3.0

213	N23 W42	1955-2150
2B	N27 W45
2B	S20 W58	 1.1

Mar 24
	

0225 Mar 24
Jul	7
	

0020 Jul	7
Aug 28
	

1522 Aug 28
Sep 2
	

0538 Sep 2
Sep 14

Jan 28
Feb 2
	

0152 Feb 2
Feb 7
	

1825 Feb 6
1025 Feb 7
1136 Feb 7
1255 Feb 7

Feb 13
	

1746 Feb 7
Mar 11
Mar 23
	

0025 Mar 22
0416 Mar 23
1920 Mar 23

May 23
	1803 May 23

1834 May 23
1932 May 23

May 28
	

0525 May 28
0718 May 28
0725 May 28

Jun	6
	

1858 Jun 5

shown also. The abrupt increase in solar cosmic ray
activity from the time of the last solar minimum to
the present is illustrated. Since only the first six
months of 1967 are included, the increase may be-
come even more pronounced than shown.

Data on the 14 events observed by Douglas Air-
craft Co.'s riometers at McMurdo Station, Antarc-
tica, and Shepherd Bay, Canada, in 1966 and
early 1967 are given in the table. The maximum
absorption in decibels at 30 mHz for each event,
solar information, and the delay time from the be-

ginning of the flare to the observation of absorption
are also indicated. In general, the events shown
have intensities higher than 10 protons/cm 2 sec
sterad for energies greater than 0.5 Mev. The
three largest events observed since February 1962
occurred between September 1966 and May 1967.
The September 2, 1966, event, which reached a
maximum of 13 db, was the largest since July 1961.
The May 23, 1967, event was the next largest,
reaching 11 db, and the January 28, 1967, event
reached 7 db.
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In 1962, Avco's Space Systems Division began
conducting a general program of geophysical re-
search dealing with the Antarctic. The myriad of
data obtained since the beginning of the Interna-
tional Geophysical Year constitute an important
element of these studies. The major sources of in-
formation are the World Data Centers in Boulder,

Colorado (ionospheric data), and Rockville, Mary-
land (geomagnetic data).

We have found that the study of observations
made during special geophysical events is a very
fruitful approach. To determine the usefulness of
satellite observations for an investigation of the
upper ionosphere during a magnetic storm, we se-
lected for analysis the observations of the M-
region storm of December 17, 1962. Topside
ionosonde data from the Alouette satellite, electron-
counter data (40 Kev-1.6 Mev) from Explorer
XIV, and ground-based magnetic and ionosonde
recordings were used (Katz and Rourke, 1967).
During the day for the mid-latitude regime, an
increase in integrated electron density (between the
F2 peak and 1,000 km), as well as in electron
density at 1,000 km, was observed shortly (11
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minutes) after the storm sudden commencement
(SSC). This immediate effect is explained as
heating around the F2 peak caused by hydromag-
netic waves and subsequent electron drift upwards.
This explanation is borne out by ground observa-
tions. At high latitudes, a peak of integrated elec-
tron density and of electron density at 1,000 km
was also observed, but it is about 5° wide (in lati-
tude) and occurs around L=5. This peak persists
for several days after the SSC. Since a very selec-
tive source mechanism is required to produce such a
geographically limited electron increase, an influx
of charged particles is assumed. The increase in
scale height is regarded as confirmation of the as-
sumed heating mechanisms provided that no change
in ion composition occurs.

Traveling disturbances over the Weddell Sea area
are being investigated by Bowman (1967). Direc-
tion-of-arrival information is available on ionograms
from Ellsworth Station because of interference ef-
fects caused by the Filchner Ice Shelf. This infor-
mation allows the detection of giant traveling iono-
spheric disturbances that appear to move toward the
Equator in the vicinity of the auroral zone during a
period of several hours before local midnight.
These disturbances produce troughs as wide as
1,000 km in the bottomside ionosphere. In the
troughs, the foF2 values, i.e., the electron densities
at the F2 peak, fall by factors that vary between
3 and 7 for the cases investigated. The height of
the foF2 peak can increase by 300-400 km from
the boundary to the center of the trough. Disturb-
ance effects are also recorded in the D and E re-
gions. Associations with radio and optical aurorae
and magnetic activity have been found, suggesting
that these disturbances are intimately related to
auroral-zone activity. Speeds of the order of 100
rn/sec have been noted. It is suggested that the
disturbances result from the propagation of internal
gravity waves generated at magnetic noon at a mag-
netic latitude of about 80°.

Several research problems are currently being in-
vestigated. The use of topside ionosonde informa-
tion from Alouettes I and II is being investigated
further, and it is hoped that read-out data obtained
at Byrd Station will extend the present coverage to
areas over the polar cap. The aim is to understand
the electrodynamic forces that create such large
changes in the ionosphere over Antarctica. An-
other study is under way to summarize the present
knowledge of the antarctic ionosphere. It is based
on the Avco investigations as well as on the large
body of published papers on the antarctic ionosphere.
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The Hallett Volcanic Province*
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Four long, narrow piles of late Cenozoic basalt
and trachyte rise from the continental shelf in a
broken line trending northward along the moun-
tainous Ross Sea coast of northeastern Victoria
Land. From south to north, the piles are Coulman
Island (the shortest, 33 km), Daniell Peninsula,
Hallett Peninsula, and Adare Peninsula (the long-
est, 77 km). Each pile consists of a thick founda-
tion of palagonitic breccias, pillow breccias, dikes,
and sills and is topped by a veneer of subaerial
flows and tuffs. Each long pile is a composite of
overlapping products from central vents, most of
which occur within a narrow zone; altitudes of the
major young volcanoes are typically about 2,000 m.

Daniell Peninsula would be an island if the
grounded ice filling the trough separating it from
the mainland melted. Hallett and Adare Peninsulas
are joined to the mainland only by short saddles
that occur where volcanic rocks overlap mainland
hills. The islands and peninsulas are entirely vol-
canic except for one small island of Paleozoic
granodiorite overlapped by the Daniell pile.

Coulman Island (see figure) and Daniell Penin-
sula are each symmetrical, their medial topographic
crests coinciding with the lines of major volcanoes
which formed them. The Daniell crestal zone of
volcanic centers projects northward across the fjord
formed by Tucker Glacier to "Harcourt Volcano" on
southwestern Hallett Peninsula. The high, young
volcano at the opposed end of each pile has been
truncated deeply by Tucker Glacier, across which
the vent zone apparently is continuous.

The main mass of Hallett Peninsula lies to the
east of the Daniell-Harcourt zone and is formed of

* Publication authorized by the Director, U.S. Geological
Survey.
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